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Abstract
Climate change is one of the most crucial challenges identified in this century for the Pacific Region, such as Fiji,
Samoa, Solomon Islands and many more. Citizens of Fiji have gone through peculiarly climatic and weather
conditions over the past years like globalization, which had led to many consequences, especially in the
agricultural sector which is the main income of many livelihoods not only in Fiji but in other Pacific countries as
well. Climatic conditions have been changing adversely from past decades, such as temperature, rise in the sea
level, precipitation changes, atmospheric composition changes, flooding, and tropical cyclones. These changes
have led to alterations in the environment, thus, affecting crop and livestock production in the agricultural
system. For instance, crops that require specific soil and temperature situations are vastly influenced when the
temperature level changes suddenly, making the crops vulnerable to adapt to the alterations and therefore, the
crops eventually die. Likewise, animal species also get affected by temperature changes, such as heat stress
which specifically affects the fertility of male and female livestock. Due to these events, Fiji’s economies have
also been affected since agriculture plays a vital role in boosting our economy through local market sales and
exporting. Thereby, this review illustrates the impacts of climate change and ways to move forward/ solutions,
for example, FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) and Pacific Islands Climate Change Assistance Program
(PICCAP) have supported Fiji in bringing adaptation programs for preparing farmers and all other individuals on
the upcoming climatic conditions such as adapting tolerant crops that can handle droughts and other adverse
weather conditions.
Keywords: climate change, agriculture sector, Pacific Region, PICCAP, FAO
1. Introduction
Small island countries like Fiji are highly vulnerable to climatic changes and rise in the sea level due to small
landmasses, surrounded by the ocean. Similarly, their locations make them prone to natural disasters. However,
Fiji Islands in the Pacific region is located where the climatic conditions are affected and influenced by several
factors, like paired Hadley cells, regimes of the trade wind and walker circulation, which varies convergency
zones such as the zonal westerlies to the South, semi-permanent subtropical high-pressure belts and the El Niño
Southern Oscillation as the central mode of variability year to year (Folland et al., 2002; Griffiths et al., 2003).
According to (Revell, 2004), another fact of the major mode of variability is the MJO (Madden-Julian
Oscillation) that affects the oceanic system of the Pacific on time scales of 30-70 days. However, Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation (IPO) is still the leading mode of decadal timescale (Salinger et al., 2001). Numerous
p0ublications and studies have suggested that global warming could be a major influencer in emphasizing the
cu0rrent climatic conditions and the alterations from normal which approaches with ENSO (El Niño Southern
Oscillation) events (Hay et al., 20003; Folland et al., 2003). Daily rainfall and temperature across the Pacific
Region from 1961 to 2003 were analyzed, showing a vast increase in the annual number of hot days and warm
nights, with a significant downscale of cool days and nights, specifically in the years past the onset of El Nino,
whereby, there was an experience of fewer rainfall trends than those of extreme temperature (Manton et al., 2001;
Griffiths et al., 2003).
Therefore, all countries and many islands including Fiji, that are the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) signatories, have been bound to provide the National Communications to the
UNFCCC of Conference of Parties(COP). The COP4 released the necessity for parties to the Convention to take
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actions in implementing strategies for sea-level and climatic change adaptations. The Pacific Islands Climatic
Change Assistance Program (PICCAP) of the South Pacific Regional Environment Program (SPREP) has been
supporting Fiji’s contribution to fulfilling the demands of the National Communication, through the Global
Environmental Facility (GEF) funding. This requirement and work have been extended so that most adaptations
and assessments could be done for Fiji to date (Gavin Kenny et al., 1999).
Thus, these changes and strategies were implemented regarding improving the sudden climatic actions, leading
to a better and productive Fiji in terms of economic, tourism and most importantly agricultural growth. This
report will illustrate the impacts, challenges and solutions for climatic conditions that affect the agricultural
system economically.
2. Discussion
2.1 What Are the Impacts and Consequences of Climate Change on the Agriculture Sector?
The major contribution to Fiji’s GDP and economy has been through our agricultural sector; however, it is also
susceptible to changes in the climatic conditions regarding its production capability and capacity. The El Nino
drought in 1997-1998 showed the worst climatic change for the agricultural system, such as subsistence
agriculture in the Western Division and the sugar industry being harshly affected. Due to this loss, the
government had to provide external aid and assistance that were required to facilitate recovery procedures in the
worst parts of Fiji that were affected by this drought, which included Northern, Western and Outer Islands (Jone
Feresi et al., 2000).
According to (FAO, 2007), the agricultural system including croplands, forests and pastures engross about sixty
per cent of the earth’s surface and these systems are being gradually exposed to risks, such as increased
variability of climate, thus, this leads to abnormal air temperature and rainfall changes which increase intensity
and frequency of drought and flood events. There was a thorough study carried out by FAO in 2007;
‘ASSESSMENT OFTHE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SECURITY: A
CASE STUDY IN VANUATU’ in which the climatic conditions were predicted for the years 2050 and 2100,
stating an increase in the temperature and sea-level. The tables below show the figures predicted by SCENGEN
generator for Vanuatu.
Table 1. Temperature scenario
SCENARION
CISIRO9M2
IS92a(mid)
IS92e(high)
HADCM2
IS92a(mid)
IS92e(high)

YEAR 2050

YEAR 2100

0.9 oC
1.5 oC

1.5 oC
3.0 oC

1.4 oC
2.2 oC

2.4 oC
4.5 oC

Table 2. Sea-level rise scenario
SCENARION
CISIRO9M2
IS92a(mid)
IS92e(high)

YEAR 2050

YEAR 2100

19.8 cm
39.7 cm

48.9 cm
94.1 cm

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization [ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SECURITY: A CASE STUDY IN VANUATU, 2007].
The above Tables 1 and 2 were compared with analogue predictions which were based on past trend observations
(FAO, 2007). These scenarios were predicted to know the consequences of climate changes on the agriculture in
the upcoming years to suppress the impacts of climatic changes on the agricultural system in Vanuatu and other
parts of Fiji, giving an uprise to agriculture growth.
Numerous studies were conducted to assess the potential impacts of climate change on agricultural production
(FAO, 2008; Rosegrant et al., 2008; Lobell et al., 2011; Thornton & Cramer, 2012). According to Thornton and
Cramer (2012), conducted projections were for the productivity of the crops to slightly up-rise at mid-high
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latitudes aas of local mean
m
temperatuure that increaases from 1-33 °C since thhe productivityy is limited to
o the
temperaturre at these latiitudes. While, the crop prodductivity will ddecrease at low
wer latitudes, ssuch as small local
mean temp
mperature increeasing by 1-2 °C because aat this point tthe crops are already near to their maximum
tolerance tto heat. Howevver, there are still some douubts about suchh estimates annd examinationns (Challinor et
e al.,
2007).
Below arre some of the raised cconsequences that happen due to clim
matic changes mainly on
n the
ecosystem
m/environment and subsequenntly on our agrricultural sectoor.
2.1.1 Effecct of Temperatture Change
Accordingg to Challinor et al. (2006), a sustainable iincrease in thee temperature ccan vary the period of the se
eason
where the crops will groow. Short eveents of high teemperature cann be harmful iif they appear during the crritical
time of deevelopment and thus it can aaffect the grow
wth and later thhe yield produuction of the ccrop. Not only this,
but warm temperature can
c also affectt the crop quaality as well. H
High-temperatuure periods haave been proven to
decrease thhe vitamin conntent in vegetaable and fruit ccrops (McKeow
wn et al., 20066). Due to these effects, the Asian
A
Developm
ment Bank (AD
DB) conductedd a study on thhe upcoming teemperature evvents, which w
will occur in fu
uture.
The data bbelow (Figure 1) is the exampple for the studdy that was puublished in 20113 (ADB, 20044).
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Figure 1. Extrreme Temperatture, wind speed, and Rainfaall in Fiji
Source: AD
DB Study Team
m, The Econom
mies of Climatte Change in thhe Pacific, 20113.
In terms of livestock, annimals can adappt to a small uuprise in tempeeratures. Howeever, the physiiology of livestock,
male fertility ccan all be affeccted by heat sttress. 42-45 °C
C body temperrature level is lethal
l
productionn, male and fem
in many livestock speciees. For instancce, poultry, whhich is highly aaffected by inccreased temperratures, specifiically
when theree is high humidity. At a 30 °C temperaturee level, the apppetite of the aniimals is suppreessed, and they
y can
eventuallyy reduce their feed
f
intake by 3 to 5 per cennt for each addded degree of ttemperature. L
Local breeds grown
in tropic aand subtropic regions are w
well adapted tto high temperatures, whereeas new anim
mals that have been
introducedd to the tropicss are possible to be affected bby heat stress ((King et al., 20006).
2.1.2 Effecct of Precipitattion Change
Accordinggly, the IPCC
C (Inter-Goverrnmental Paneel on Climatee Change, 20013) publicatiion suggested that
variations in the global water
w
cycle inn reaction to w
warming woulddn’t be uniform
m, thus, an inccrease in the an
nnual
rainfall is pprojected for bigger
b
parts off the Pacific Reegime in a warrm climatic conndition.
Grable (19966) wrote thaat an excessivve amount of w
water will lead to soil saturration, waterloogging and ox
xygen
deficiencyy which can evventually appeear over a few
w days. Therebby, crops will reduce their nnutrient uptake
e and
transient w
waterlogging can decrease the crop yiellds if they woon’t be re-ferrtilized on a ttime interval basis
(Robertsonn et al., 2009).. Changes in thhe rainfall can also lead to ddrought conditiions which occcur to be one of
o the
most comm
mon impacts on
o agriculture, for both anim
mal and crop sppecies leading to heavy loss in the producttivity
of both speecies.
2.1.3 Effecct of Atmospheere Compositioon Changes
In the passt years until recent time, iit was predictted that the eC
CO2 will offsset the temperrature and rain
nfalls
negative eeffects. For insstance, it was ttempted that a 550ppm conccentration of C
CO2 can increaase the yield of
o C3
plants suchh as rice and wheat,
w
by alm
most 40 per cennt but field exxperiments shoowed that the pproductivity iss less
and appeaar in the rangee of 8-15 per ccent (Long et al., 2005). Hoowever, it seemed that tubeer crops were more
stimulatedd by e CO2 thann the grain croops (Miglietta eet al., 1998; Roosenthal et al.,, 2012).
In the casee of the livestoock system, alteerations in the composition oof the atmosphhere can affect the productiviity of
grassland, dynamics, annd species com
mposition, whicch can bring cchanges to aniimal diets, andd it may reduce the
availabilityy of nutrients for
f animals (Thornton et al., 2009).
2.1.4 Effecct of Tropical Cyclone
C
Dependingg on their intennsity, Tropicall Cyclones aree recorded to bbe extremely hharmful to foreestry, livestock
k, and
agriculturee, affecting thee conditions of crop producttion, destroyinng crops and trrees, altering w
water supplies, and
drowning livestock. Croops and vegetaation are damaaged with an increased winnd speed of abbout 180 km/hr (A.
McGregorr & K. McGreggor, 1999). In the past yearss, Cyclone Am
mi struck Vanuaa Levu, whichh resulted in a great
loss for Fij
iji of about 33 million USD (McKenzie ett al., 2005), maainly because of damages doone by the flood to
the agricuulture sector annd infrastructuure. In 2016, W
Winston was also one of thhe most damaaging cycloness that
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affected m
many househollds and caused a massive ddecrease in aggriculture prodduction. Figurre 2 below, clearly
shows a vaast loss in the agriculture, livestock, and ffisheries sectorr in 2016, wheereby, storm suurges, flooding
g and
high windds caused by TC
T Winston leed to damagess to plantationns, forests, andd coral reefs (pprovides habittat to
many fishh species). Thiis resulted in more productiion losses andd higher produuction costs too recover from
m the
damages ddone by TC Winston.
W
Similarly, the produuction costs continued till 22018 and tookk a large declin
ne in
2019, exceept for the fishheries sector ass depicted in Fiigure 2.

Years

Figurre 2. Projectedd Production L
Losses in the Agriculture Secttor over Time
Source: Esstimations by Assessment T
Team (Fiji: Poost Disaster Needs Assessm
ment), Tropical Cyclone Win
nston,
Governmeent of Fiji, 2016.
2.2 How D
Does Climate Change
C
Affect A
Agricultural E
Economics?
Climatic cchanges, like TC
T Winston, hhad a large imppact on the aggriculture sectoor and its econnomy. The Forrestry
sector hadd $29.3 millionn as 5%, Livesttock had $14.33 million as 3%
%, Sugarcane hhad $75.3 milllion as 14%, Crops
C
had $216.44 million as 400% and fisheries had $206.5 million as 38%
%. Agriculturee products, fishheries, forestry
y, and
livestock w
were all affectted by TC Winnston, wherebyy, their producction and profiitability were iimmensely red
duced
as shown iin the pie charrt and graph beelow (Figures 3 and 4), (Sim
mone, 2016). T
This led to a vaast reduction in the
income deeriving from thhe agriculture ssystem, thus, thheir economic growth was decreased as weell.

Figgure 3. Damage and Losses tto Agriculture bby Subsector [[F$ million]
Source: Esstimations by Assessment T
Team, (Fiji: Poost Disaster N
Needs Assessm
ment), Tropical Cyclone Win
nston,
Governmeent of Fiji, 2016.
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Figure 4.
4 Damage andd Losses to thee Agriculture S
Sector by Divission [F$ millioon]
Source: Esstimations by Assessment T
Team, (Fiji: Poost Disaster N
Needs Assessm
ment), Tropical Cyclone Win
nston,
Governmeent of Fiji, 2016.
Recent puublications used projected m
models to deterrmine the yieldd and econom
mic cost of clim
mate change in
n the
agriculturaal sector. CN
NRM (Centre National dee Recherches Météorologiqques, the Naational Centerr for
Meteoroloogical Researchh [of France])), ECHAM (E
European Centter Hamburg [[Germany] Moodel), and MIROC
(Model foor Interdisciplinnary Researchh on Climate),, models were utilized to foorecast the yield of crops in Fiji,
(Climate C
Change, Food Security, andd Socioeconom
mic Livelihoodd in Pacific Islands, Internaational Food Policy
Research IInstitute, ADB
B, 2015). In theeir result, it shhows a vast deccrease in the yyield in most aareas of the cou
untry
due to cliimatic conditions that will change rapiddly in future. The models llisted above aalso illustrated
d the
economic changes in Fiiji from 2008--2050. Accordding to their rreports, there were losses inn cassava and
d taro
productionn of about $224 million annd $34 millioon respectivelyy. However, sugarcane prooduction has been
encountereed to reduce by
b $375 millioon approximattely. The prodducers and connsumers have been forecaste
ed to
bear half thhe financial coost approximattely, due to thee impacts of cllimatic changees that have ledd to large economic
losses in tthe output of the crops beinng grown in F
Fiji. The prodducers will beear half of theese losses due to a
decrease inn their crops output
o
and connsumers will bbear the other half due to ann increase in thhe market pric
ce for
agriculturaal products (Thhomas et al., 2015).
2.3 How D
Does Agriculture Impact the E
Economy?
Accordingg to reports inn 2011, done bby Food Agriculture Organnization, 67% of the populaation in the Pa
acific
Region deepends on agrriculture for thheir livelihoodd and income.. In previous studies, Fiji’ss agriculture sector
accounts ffor 15% of totaal GDP (Grosss Domestic Prroduct), in the year 2000-20009 (World Bannk, 2011). In 2010,
2
there was an increase inn Fiji’s total G
GDP from the aagricultural deepartment, thatt is, a rise of36 per cent of Fiji’s
economicaally active poppulation that was indulged in agriculture (F
FAO, 2010).
However, the shared perrcentage of agrricultural GDP
P in Fiji has deccreased from 220 per cent in 1995 to 13 perr cent
in 2009. T
This was mainlyy due to increaased growth inn non-agricultuure sectors (Figgure 5).
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Year

Figuree 5. Percentage Share of Agrriculture in Gross Domestic Product in Fijii
Note. Baseed on agricultuure GDP as a ppercentage of rreal GDP at facctor cost.
Source: AD
DB, 2011, Foood Security andd Climate Chaange: Rethinkinng the Optionss, Pacific Studiies Series, Man
nila.
The econoomic performannces of enterpprises in rural aareas were also affected duee to a decline iin the prices of key
commoditiies and disruuption for suggarcane groweers. These diisruptions conntributed to a reduction in
n the
productionn of sugarcanee farming in pprevious decaddes (Hone et aal., 2008). Mooreover, the shhared percentag
ge of
agriculturee to Fiji GDP has
h also been ddeclined due too natural disasters (climate cchange), minim
mum investmen
nts in
agriculturaal sectors, defi
ficiencies in thhe marketplacee, and soaring costs in the innput. The deccline in agriculltural
private invvestments was due to a weakk business clim
mate.
Therefore,, the above facts and figurees depict the im
mportant impaacts of agricullture on Fiji’s economy. Though
tourism annd other induustries GDP w
were more thaan the agricultural sector, tthe effect of COVID-19, which
w
commenceed in 2019 till present date, led agriculturee to be the moost contributorr to Fiji’s GDP
P and the econ
nomy,
whereby, iindividuals whho were workinng in differentt sectors other than agricultuure, the virus im
mpact led everryone
to perform
m farming praactices, home gardening and many moree. This boosteed a vast grow
wth in agriculltures
economic side.
2.4 What W
Will Be the Pottential Effect oof Climate Chaange on the Ecconomy?
Fiji’s mainn Economical Centre and grrowth depend on the profitaability provided by the touriism and agricu
ulture
sector. Fiji and other Pacific
P
countriies have been experiencing rapid growthh of their poppulation and ta
axing
resources w
which can be further
f
affected by climatic cconditions. Beecause of climaate change, ouur economic grrowth
has been uuneven over thhe past years, tthe poverty raates are still high and variouus economies aare based narro
owly.
(Asian Devvelopment Bannk (ADB), 20004, Pacific Reggion Environm
mental Strategyy 2005-2009).
A case sttudy was carrried out in Viti Levu (F
Fiji) by the Pacific Islandds Climate C
Change Assisttance
Program(P
PICCAP) & Fiiji Country Teeam in 2005, iin which the ooutcome of thee study was baased on annua
alized
averages aand developmeent of multiplee timeframes w
where the valuues showed annd presented w
will reflect the year
2050 (middpoint for thee coming centtury). Due to the results bbeing annualizzed, the estim
mated values show
variabilityy in causes thatt may arise in gradual eventts like droughtts and cyclonees. It’s a factt that most of these
events willl occur in a sporadic
s
fashioon way, with greater damagges to the economic level thhan the annua
alized
averages, having imporrtant implemenntations for ecconomic plannning and methhods in Fiji. F
For instance, there
might be no occurrencee of extreme event costs in the nationaal budget in m
more than 1 yyear, and then
n, the
governmennt will face a large
l
impact off climate changge, specificallyy a drought off the cyclone w
which will affec
ct the
national buudget program
ms, thus, affectiing the econom
mic growth (Feeresi et al., 20000). The follow
wing Table 3 sh
hows
the estimattions done for economic dam
mages in Viti L
Levu.
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Table 3. Summary of estimated economic damages for Viti Levu, climate change—The Fiji Islands Response,
2005
Summary of Estimated Economic Damages for Viti Levu (c. 2050) (millions of F$)
Annual Value
Comments
Model projects either decrease or increase in severity; estimates net of economic
Cyclone severity change
-1.3 to 3.9
development or population growth.
Increased frequency and/or severity, based on events recurring more frequently (or current
El Niño-related droughts
27.5 to 81.3
frequency but higher severity).
Loss of mangroves & related services 18.0 to 50.2
Assuming 10% to 20% loss; omits several important mangrove services.
Loss of coral reef & related services
47.3 to 225.7
Assuming 19% to 43% loss; omits several key services, including coastal area protection.
Agricultural output changes due to
Dominated by sugar cane losses, but root crops show net decline regardless of
44.6 to 46.0
temp. or rainfall changes
precipitation change (increase or decrease).
Public safety
Cyclone severity is projected to either decrease or increase, based on average
-0.3 to 0.8
(change in cyclone fatalities)
cyclone-related fatalities over past years.
Includes lost productivity, medical costs, and willingness to pay to reduce the risk of a
Increased incidence of dengue fever
7.0 to 45.6
typical case or a fatal case of dengue fever.
Based on observed incidence in periods of both drought and extreme rainfall events, omits
Increased incidence of diarrhea
0.6 to 1.4
childhood fatalities.
Total Damages
143.4 to 454.9
Damage Category

Source: Climate Change—The Fiji Islands Response. Fiji’s First National Communication under the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, 2005.
On the other hand, economic damage concepts illustrate more of a stock concept. For example, coastal
infrastructure damages correspond to harming inventory of the assets and buildings that might be expected to
cross the spend value on infrastructure. Adding on, the damage categories show various goods and services that
are not being exchanged in the economic marketplace. Thus, the ability of damages exceeding the GDP amount
is not necessarily an indication that the estimates are distorted. The comparison demonstrates that the climate
change damages can be considered as a considered burden on the people of Fiji and its economy (Neil de Wet et
al., 2000).
2.5 Effects of Climate Change on Selected Crop Production
According to Barnett and Campbell (2010), crop productivity in the Pacific is estimated to be impacted by global
warming negatively. The rate and timing of physiological development can also change due to an increase in the
temperature level, which can result in early maturity of the fruits and declined biomass yield and cumulus
(Brown & Rosenberg, 1999; Challinor et al., 2004; Meza et al., 2008). Adding on, tropical cyclones are also a
major contribution of climate change effects whereby, they can devastate crops, orchards, vegetation, and
livestock. Likewise, cyclones can also cause infrastructure damage like canals, tanks, and wells, hence, causing
loss of soil fertility from salinity infringement on a long-term basis (Sivakumar, 2005).
Drought causing low-moisture conditions and dry winds can affect higher yield losses. Similarly, climate change
also affects the occurrence, development and spreading of pests and diseases in the environment (Zhao et al.,
2005). The coastal lands might also be overwhelmed which can cause agricultural area losses, whereas a rise in
the sea level and alterations in the storm patterns can lead to freshwater salinization, which may be needed for
crop plantation (Terry & Chui, 2012). Yet, abiotic stress can also be alleviated by the effect of carbon-dioxide
fertilization, which can eventually increase the photosynthesis rate, accumulation of biomass and yield. However,
the degree remains unclear to which this effect could be expected (Ainsworth & Long, 2005). In that way, all the
above facts determine how climate change can vastly affect the production of selected crops. For instance, if a
crop is selected according to the temperature and area with availability of water resources, changes in the
climatic conditions like temperature increase or decrease can highly lead to a vast loss in the production of that
selected crop and thus, the profitability will also be reduced.
2.6 What are the causes of Climate Change?
Speelman (2009) suggested that either natural processes or human-induced performances can both change
climatic conditions in the ecosystem. However, scientific consensus depicts that man-caused actions are more
effective and irreversible on climatic changes than natural processes (United States Research Council, 2007).
2.6.1 Human Causes
Combustion of fossil fuels emits carbon dioxide which leads to ozone depletion, thus, boosts global warming.
Some other factors involve burning of bushes, emissions of smoke from industrial plants, waste (refuse)
releasing methane gas, chemical processes, fission and fusion of nucleus, and mining.
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Following are the detaileed events that are caused by human actionss.
2.6.2 Greeenhouse Gases
(Mader, 20010) illustratedd about the gasses that are em
mitted from vehhicles, industriies and burningg of bushes forrms a
particle/gaas layer in the atmosphere w
which is eventtually invisiblee. This causes solar radiatioon to reflect offf the
earth’s surrface, thus, booosting the earthh’s surface tem
mperature.
2.6.3 Ozonne Layer Depleetion
Ozone is cclassified as a triatomic oxyggen molecule that appears aat about 20km above the surfface of the earrth. It
deflects thhe UV rays off the sun whicch protects thee earth. Gasess like chlorofluuorocarbons aand carbon dio
oxide
cause one of its molecuules to be displaced to reducce the ozone laayer into a diaatomic molecuule. Thus, a ho
ole is
formed whhen the ozone layer depletes and this lets thhe UV rays paass by and boost the earth’s ssurface temperature,
(Mader, 20010).
2.6.4 Defoorestation
This is onne of the moost common aactions done bby men that cause a vast change in cllimatic condittions.
Deforestattion is the desttruction of veggetation in searrch of economiic benefits. Cuutting down treees or plants ca
auses
scenarios, whereby the quantity of C
CO2 emitted too be utilized bby vegetation iis very high tthan the vegettation
present noow, can absorb (Intergovernm
mental Panel onn Climate Chaange, 2003).
Figure 6 bbelow is being used as an exaample that deppicts carbon diioxide emissioon and accumuulations, illustrrating
the amounnt of gas pressent around hhumans causinng various clim
matic changess. The data iss derived from
m the
Australiann Academy of Science [H
Human activitiies have increeased greenhoouse gas conncentrations in
n the
atmospherre, 2013].

Figurre 6. Atmospheeric CO2 Budgget revealing thhe amount of ccarbon enteringg in the net am
mounts of CO2,
acccumulating, annd leaving the atmosphere
Source: A
Australian Acaddemy of Sciennce, Human acctivities have iincreased greeenhouse gas cooncentrations in the
atmospherre, 2013.
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2.7 Challenges Faced by Farmers
The impact of climate change has been felt by many farmers in Fiji, especially those who perform the traditional
way of farming. Fiji has also experienced a shift from normal conditions in the weather, which is, seasonal
changes, that happen rapidly over time. For instance, during the wet season (Nov-April), the weather becomes
hotter and drier and even now, the dry season lasts longer than its normal period which shows the effect of
droughts. However, some areas in Fiji experience more rainfall during the dry season, whereby, it causes heavy
rainfall to appear in a short period leading to extreme flooding. Thus, these events affect the plantation and
productivity of the crops in which farmers experience sudden changes in the weather, and many crops require
specific weather conditions (Australian Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2011).
The local farmers in Fiji have experienced temperature changes in the environment, whereby, the temperature
increases and becomes very hot during the daytime while colder during the night. Too much heat restricts their
daily activities and thus, farmers have to work very early in the morning and afternoon to prevent themselves
from extreme heat and cold. Fiji, during the year 2014, went through a heavy drought condition that affected
many farmers/growers. At this point, many of the root crops were affected since the soil was very dry and had
less moisture content. Therefore, this led to an increase in the market price of some commodities since producers
and suppliers were unable to meet the market demands (Paeniu, 2015). Not only has this, but drought weather
conditions also lead to a shortage of water supplies and the farmers significantly had to depend on government
assistance.
In terms of flooding issues, many farmers in Fiji had to move to higher ground or inland areas to continue their
farming business. These decisions were very difficult for the farmers since finding land to live in and then doing
farming is a whole new process for them and most growers in Fiji do not possess that much cash, so they can
easily move from one place to another. Therefore, whenever a flood occurs, the most affected people are
agricultural farmers.
2.8 How Does Climate Change Affect Industry?
Dietz and Stern (2014), Moyer et al. (2014), and Moore et al. (2016) gave justifications that a relationship exists
between technology, industrial progress and the climatic changes that are happening around the Pacific region.
(Dell, Jones and Olken, 2014), also proved the relationship between economic growth and climate change using
econometrics methods.
Acemoglu et al. (2001) states that the impact of institutions clears off the negative effects of climate change on
development. Sevilla et al. (2003) used an equilibrium model to find limited effects of climate change on past
rates of growth. Statistics derived from International Energy Agency in 2013 shows that there has been an
increase in the temperatures and CO2 gases, which can eventually affect the industrial sector.
Flooding and cyclones play a major role in the disruption of industries and the tourism sector as well. These
events devastate many industrial buildings and shops as well as hotels, which later leads the businesses to a
whole maintenance process to revive from the losses being done (Anthoff et al., 2006). Likewise, the industries
and tourism sector also had to go through increased insurance costs. Similarly, food, energy and water resources
are all at risk because of environmental and human causes, whereby, the consumer industries report the greatest
impact due to these causes.
Not only this but the trading sector is also affected, whereby, climatic changes cause certain alterations in the
supply change, like, food supply chains including fishery and agricultural products. Thus, the occurrence of
cyclones, high temperatures and floods lead to a vast decrease in these supply chains which furthers leads to
losses in the trading sector.
3. Way Forward
Climate change adaptive measures are very essential to manage the causes of various climatic conditions and to
protect the most vulnerable and poor from an unduly high burden. However, the cost of performing manageable
methods is challenging due to the uncertainties of climate change. Nonetheless, estimations done for adaptation
costs give useful information to support decision-makers (organizers, stakeholders, government) in the Pacific in
scheming their adaptive strategies with guidelines to help and support almost all the communities and individuals,
(Stern, 2013, The Pacific Islands Climate Change Assistance Program).
(PICCAP) supported many Pacific governments including Fiji, through a task team comprised of experts from
NGO’S, government agencies and private sectors, whereby, they were designed to provide national
communication reports to UNFCCC in 1998. The national communication report involves the vulnerability of
the Pacific to climate change and a nation's capacity for adaptation to adverse effects of climatic conditions. The
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PICCAP community also provides funding to stimulate vulnerability assessments, that is; GHG (greenhouse gas)
emission report; a moderation workshop; building of international negotiations and awareness programs that will
involve the government and many other community sectors (Asian Development Bank, 2005).
Countries in the Pacific including Fiji supported By FAO (FAO, 1999) came up with approaches for adaptative
measurements in the agricultural sector for developing schemes against climatic changes. This approach
suggested by FAO is to emphasize “Research and Extension of Flexible Farming Systems that will be Tolerant to
Climatic Stress and Variability” (FAO, 1999). Systems like this should be part of a comprehensive and
interspersed approach, which will obtain various and multiple inter-dependencies, that is, between the water and
land resources, coastal areas, and the interaction of humans with these resources. However, these strategies must
be rational with national terms and policies, especially those strategies which involve environmental
management and community participation.
The strategies placed by FAO for Fiji were as follows:
(1) Establishing Commodity Development Framework (CDF) which will aim to boost the economic growth
of subsistence communities in Fiji.
(2) Prepare a policy for draft land use in Fiji, which will include suggestions and recommendations aimed
at imperishable management of the land resources in Fiji.
(3) Merging of research and extension divisions will help and provide better opportunities for research in
the farming system.
(4) CDF program introduced in Land-use Planning Section to derive sustainable practices for land use,
specifically in sloping land areas that are prone to erosion.
(5) Establishing a Geographical Information System, within the planning section of the Land-use Program,
aiming to provide correct information on crops that would suit which type of soil and climatic conditions.
The strategies mentioned above could be enhanced furtherly by putting a much stronger emphasis on decreasing
the effects of extreme climatic changes. The 1997/1998 El Nino drought has created a high awareness of putting
these strategies into action (FAO, 1999). Likewise, the communities are encouraged to make decisions and
choices that will be for the betterment of their livelihoods. However, this brings multiple challenges, since
different commodities possess different perceptions and give various feedbacks regarding the climatic changes
that are happening. Not only this, but communities also give information on old risks, for instance, poverty,
development, and environmental degradation, thus, increasing the difficulties in providing them with more
extension and research services (Heltberg et al., 2012)
There have been many indications suggesting that there are groundwater reserves in the west. However, the
benefits of getting water from these reserves should meet the costs of irrigation scheme establishment. Adding on,
possibilities of reduced income return from crop productions has become a need that needs to be considered.
Better land areas that are suitable for selected crops could help in obtaining higher-value crops like sugarcane
and root crops (dalo, cassava). This situation is still being accessed due to uncertainty over land leases,
(Campbell, 1985).
Due to a possibility in El Nino Drought striking again in Fiji and damaging not only root crops but other
vegetations as well, higher, and better adaptation capabilities have been considered for crops, whereby, land
management strategies will be developed to put accurate costs for drought proofed selected crops. Thus, this will
help in growing plants that are more tolerant to drought events happening in Fiji, which will eventually lead to a
vast increment in the agricultural sector as a whole, (Krishna, 1981).
In this manner, it is a need to implement strategies on extreme climatic conditions that are changing rapidly, so
that Fiji’s agricultural sector including crops and livestock as well as industrial and tourism sectors could be
protected from the upcoming climatic changes.
4. Conclusion
This review indicates that climatic changes have been affecting our agricultural sector, industrialism, and the
economy. Many Fijians around the country are still struggling with the impacts of climate changes like TC
Winston. Since Fiji is still a developing country, it becomes very difficult for the government assistance to
provide full support for all the farmers in Fiji because they had to make decisions upon their economic budget.
Therefore, several farmers are still facing challenges in their crop productions whereby, they are not able to get
enough resources and knowledge on how to adapt to these climatic changes.
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However, with the help of FAO and PICCAP, Fiji was able to adapt to relevant programs that could help the
farmers and other individuals in adapting to changes in climatic conditions, for instance, providing and educating
farmers through research and extension programs, so that farmers can determine the sudden changes in the
weather and can make advance plans on their farming system. This will eventually lead to higher farming
production and profitability. Not only this but the programs being adapted could also help in the utilization of
scarce land resources available to the farmers, thus, empowering their abilities to overcome the challenges of
climate change in the upcoming years. Research and Extension programs have also become lit in terms of
educating and empowering growers to adapt to a new style of farming systems which will eventually assist in
adapting to climatic changes.
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